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Abstract
Recent studies focusing on the use of radio data in indirect dark matter detection have led to a set of highly
competitive limits on the WIMP annihilation cross-section, especially in light of high-resolution data from
instruments like ASKAP and MeerKAT. In this work, we present an analysis of radio observations of the
RXC J0225.1-2928 galaxy cluster, taken from the recent MeerKAT Galaxy Cluster Legacy Survey public
data release. We adopt a robust morphological analysis of this source that allows us to derive a set of
upper limits on the annihilation cross-section, and in our most constraining scenario, these results are
comparable to the most stringent limits yet found in the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our current standard cosmological model, ΛCDM, requires
that a significant portion of the universe’s energy density be
in the form of Dark Matter (DM). A large part of our search
for this elusive substance has been through indirect detection
methods—those which try to detect astrophysical signals ema-
nating from the products of DM particle interactions. Some no-
table recent studies [1, 2, 3, 4] have renewed interest in the use
of radio observations for DM searches, which rely on the emis-
sion of synchrotron radiation by charged annihilation products
(usually electrons and positrons) traveling within the magne-
tized environments of various astronomical objects.

The results of these recent radio analyses are a set of very
stringent limits on the DM annihilation cross-section; the au-
thors of [3], for example, quote the strongest limits yet found
for extragalactic objects, over any frequency band. These re-
sults are enabled by new data sets from the latest generation
of high-resolution radio interferometers. Notably, SKA precur-
sor and pathfinder instruments like MeerKAT and ASKAP are
now able to provide us with an unprecedented level of sensitiv-
ity and resolution, which can be utilized to probe the inner re-
gions of various astronomical objects in incredible detail. Since
these regions are also where we should see the strongest DM
emissions, the precise nature of the data can clearly be lever-
aged to provide compelling new results.

A popular astronomical search target for indirect detection
studies has been the (dwarf-spheroidal) satellite galaxies of the
Milky Way, due to the large predicted emissions from their rela-
tive vicinity and highly concentrated DM halos. However, there
has also been some renewed interest in recent years for searches
in galaxy clusters (GCs) [5, 6, 7, 8]. The motivations for GCs as
search targets are that their mass is dominated by a large DM
component, and their large physical size prevents annihilation
products from diffusing away before they emit synchrotron ra-
diation. The modeling of the DM halo and the diffusive envi-
ronment, and thus the simulation of radio synchrotron emis-
sions from within, is also much less uncertain than it is for
smaller dwarf-spheroidal (dSph) galaxies. The main issue with
these objects is their large baryonic background emissions—
usually in the form of radio halos or relics—which makes dis-
entangling the DM signal difficult. Thus, high-resolution and

high-sensitivity observations of a GC target void of any strong
diffuse radio emissions present us with a valuable opportunity
to hunt for a DM signal.

With the above motivations, we now analyze observational
data of the RXC J0225.1-2928 cluster, made available through
the first public data release of the MeerKAT Galaxy Cluster
Legacy Survey (MGCLS), completed in November 2021 [9].
This survey includes L-band observations of 115 galaxy clus-
ters, with full visibilities and uncertainties at ∼8

′′
resolu-

tion and ∼3–5 µJy/beam sensitivities (for full details, see [9]).
RXC J0225.1-2928 is located at z = 0.060 and lacks any signif-
icant diffuse components in the MeerKAT image maps, which
are taken at a frequency of 1280 MHz. We proceed by calculat-
ing the model radio emissions from a DM component in this
source, predicted through a set of reasonable parameters, and
create a set of upper limits on the possible annihilation cross-
section based on the comparison of this model to the observed
data.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
outline our calculations of the DM halo structure and diffusive
environment, and in Section 3, we describe the observational
data and the statistical approach to calculating the results. We
then present the main result of this work in Section 4, which
is followed by a brief discussion and concluding remarks in
Section 5.

2. EMISSION MODELING
2.1. Halo Environment
We model the DM halo in RXC J0225.1-2928 using the
Hernquist-Zhao density profile [10], using mass and concen-
tration parameters found from [11] and [12], respectively. The
form of this profile can be written as

ρ(r) =
ρs(

r
rs

)αz
(

1 + r
rs

)3−αz
, (1)

where r is the radius from the center of the halo and rs and
ρs are scale parameters which are calculated from the above-
mentioned sources. For comparative purposes, we take the
halo index αz to equal two values; αz = 1 which describes an
NFW (cuspy) profile and αz = 0.5 which describes a more shal-
lowly cusped profile. We then consider the constituent DM par-
ticles in the halo to be in a class of generic Weakly Interacting
Massive Particles (WIMPs), which are expected to annihilate
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and produce a population of kinematically accessible Standard
Model (SM) products. In this work, as we are interested in the
production of electrons and positrons (hereafter referred to as
just electrons), the annihilation process can be represented sym-
bolically as χχ → S → e−e+, where WIMPs are represented by
χ and intermediate channels by S. As in most indirect detec-
tion studies, we consider intermediate channels individually.
The distribution of electrons produced by a single annihilation,
commonly referred to as the source term (Q), can then be cal-
culated by

Q(E, r) = ⟨σv⟩dNe

dE
Nχ(r), (2)

where ⟨σv⟩ is the usual velocity-averaged annihilation cross-
section, dNe/dE is the particle energy spectrum (here obtained
from [13]), and Nχ(r) is the WIMP pair density within the halo.
This quantity is simply found using the DM halo density, as
Nχ = 1

2 (
ρ

Mχ
)2, where the prefactor of 1/2 corresponds to the

case of Majorana-like WIMPs.
The source term Q is now used to describe the continual

injection of electrons into the halo, and we then model the evo-
lution of this population using a standard cosmic ray transport
equation. The dominant effects in this scenario are spatial dif-
fusion and energy losses, which can be encapsulated by the fol-
lowing equation:

∂ψ(x, E)
∂t

= ∇ · (D(x, E)∇ψ(x, E))

+
∂

∂E
(b(x, E)ψ(x, E)) + Q(x, E).

(3)

Here, ψ represents the equilibrium electron distribution in the
halo and D and b represent the diffusion and energy-loss ef-
fects. These functions generally depend on the energy of the
electrons E as well as their position inside the halo x (which
reduces to r in the case of spherical symmetry). The diffusion
term is given by

D(r, E) = D0

(
d0

1 kpc

) 2
3
(

B(r)
1 µG

)− 1
3
(

E
1 GeV

) 1
3

, (4)

and the energy-loss term by

b(r, E) = bIC

(
E

1 GeV

)2
+ bsync

(
E

1 GeV

)2
B(r)2

+ bcoulne(r)
(

1 +
1
75

log
(

γ

ne(r)

))
+ bbremne(r)

(
E

1 GeV

)
.

(5)

The parameters for these functions are defined as follows.
In equation (4), we use a diffusion coefficient of D0 = 3 ×
1028 cm2 s−1. Although there is some uncertainty in this choice
for extragalactic targets, we note that the final results are some-
what robust to variations in this value, differing by less than
5 per cent for changes in D0 of an order of magnitude. This
is likely due to the physical size of the target, as we see with
galaxy clusters in general [14]. We then select the coherence
length of the magnetic field d0 = 2.0 kpc, where B(r) is the
magnetic field strength at r (defined below).

In equation (5), each term describes a different energy loss
mechanism, labeled by the subscripts on the b coefficients.
These are as follows: with their corresponding values (in units

Values
Parameters ne(r) B(r)
n0 3.95 × 10−3 cm−3 5.00 µG
rs (Mpc) 0.11 0.11
β −0.81 −0.40

TABLE 1: List of parameters for the radial beta
profiles of ne(r) and B(r).

of 10−16 GeV s−1): Inverse Compton Scattering from CMB pho-
tons (0.25(1 + z)4), synchrotron emissions (0.0254), Coulomb
scattering (6.13), and bremsstrahlung (4.7). The factor of γ =
E/mec2, where me is the electron mass.

The remaining quantities, the gas density ne(r) and mag-
netic field B(r), are modeled here with radial beta profiles, mo-
tivated by the X-ray data of RXC J0225.1-2928 in [15]. This pro-
file can be written generally as

X(r) = n0

[
1 +

(
r
rs

)2
]3β/2

, (6)

where X(r) could be either ne(r) or B(r), and the normaliza-
tion and scaling parameters n0, rs, and β are found for each
profile individually. After a least-squares fit to the data in [15],
we adopt the set of parameters laid out in Table 1.

The form of the transport equation (3) is now fully spec-
ified, and we solve it numerically using the method laid out
in [8] (therein referred to as the ADI method). This involves the
discretization of equation (3), and an iterative solution method
that makes use of a generalized Crank-Nicolson scheme in each
dimension (r and E). For details regarding this technique, we
refer the reader to [8], as well as [16, 17, 18], wherein simi-
lar methods have been successfully implemented to solve the
transport equation.

2.2. Synchrotron Emissions
After finding the equilibrium distribution of electrons, we cal-
culate the synchrotron radio emissivity by

jsync(ν, r) =
∫ Mχ

0
dEψe± (E, r)Psync(ν, E, r), (7)

where ν is the synchrotron frequency, ψe± is the sum of electron
and positron equilibrium distributions, and Psync is the emitted
synchrotron power of an electron with an energy of E (this is
calculated as in [1]). With this, we finally calculate the surface
brightness

Isync(ν, R) =
∫

dl
jsync

(
ν,
√

R2 + l2
)

4π
, (8)

where l is the line-of-sight to a point in the halo at radius R. The
values calculated here are then mapped onto a FITS image, in
order to be used in the statistical analysis of the data (described
in Section 3).

3. OBSERVATIONAL DATA
The full set of image data for RXC J0225.1-2928 was obtained
from the MGCLS data-release website,1 whereafter point-

1http://mgcls.sarao.ac.za/data-releases/
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FIGURE 1: A representation of the RXC J0225.1-2928 surface
brightness data obtained from [9], after source-subtraction and
with negative pixels masked (shown in light gray.)

source emissions were subtracted from the surface brightness
data with the use of the PyBDSF2 code package, using default
input parameters. We further restricted the image to a 2.5

′ ×
2.5

′
square region around the cluster center, at the MeerKAT

pointing coordinates of (RA, Dec)J2000 = (36.3750◦,−29.500◦),
and then masked any remaining negative pixels. This region,
shown in Figure 1, contains N ∼ 5 × 103 good pixels, and with
a beamwidth of ∼8.1

′′ × ∼7.8
′′
, this corresponds to a usable

area of roughly a hundred beamwidths.
With our DM emission model projected onto the same sky

coordinates as the data, we then proceed to perform a standard
likelihood-ratio test with ⟨σv⟩ as a free parameter. Given the
large set of usable pixels in the image, we assume a Gaussian
form for the likelihood Li = e−χ2

/2, where

χ2 =
1

Nb

N

∑
i=1

(
Ei − Oi

σi

)2
(9)

is the χ2 statistic, and Oi, Ei, and σi represent the correspond-
ing data and model emissions with their related uncertainties
(∼5 µJy per pixel). We follow [17] by weighting the statistic by
the number of pixels per beam (Nb), to account (approximately)
for the correlation between pixels. Here, we are assuming that
the pixels within the FWHM of a beam are correlated, while
those outside are not.

We then perform the likelihood-ratio test with the result of
equation (9), where 2 ln (Li/Lmax) = χ2

i − χ2
min ≡ χc. Here,

χc represents the one-sided confidence level in the cumulative
distribution function

P =
∫ ∞

χc

dχ
exp

(
−χ2/2

)
√

2π
. (10)

In this work, we find 2σ exclusion values, which corresponds
to P = 1 − α, where α = 0.95. We select the values of ⟨σv⟩
that satisfy this condition for a set of WIMP masses, which are
presented in the following section.

2https://pybdsf.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

FIGURE 2: Upper limits (2σ) on the annihilation cross-section
for WIMPs in RXC J0225.1-2928 annihilating via three inter-
mediate channels. The solid and dashed lines represent results
with αz = 1 and αz = 0.5, respectively, and the dotted line
shows the calculated thermal relic value for the cross-section,
taken from [19].

4. RESULTS
The main result of this work—the outcome of the exclusion
analysis based on the likelihood-ratio test described in Sec-
tion 3—is presented in Figure 2. The curves represent the in-
termediate annihilation channels of bottom quarks (bb), muons
(µ−µ+) and tau leptons (τ−τ+), and are representative of the
larger set of total possible channels.

In Figure 2, we have displayed the results for the two halo
density profiles mentioned in Section 2. There is a significant
difference between each (a factor of ∼16), which is a conse-
quence of the relative cuspiness of each profile. The more cuspy
profile of αz = 1 contains higher densities in regions r ≲ rs,
which leads to stronger emissions therein and thus stronger
constraints on the value of ⟨σv⟩. While the exact nature of the
density profile in this source is not currently known, there is
evidence that favors NFW-like profiles in galaxy clusters (see,
for example, the discussion in [8]). We thus consider the shal-
lowly cusped profile of αz = 0.5 as an upper bound for the
uncertainty in the nature of the halo profile.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The constraints on the DM annihilation cross-section found in
this analysis using a cuspy NFW halo profile are comparable
to those found in [3], being within the uncertainty bounds for
each channel. When considering a shallowly cusped halo pro-
file, we find constraints that are significantly weaker, however
still comparable to those found in the literature for various
other targets (for example, in [4, 6, 20, 21]). We note that the
use of GC targets in these analyses has a significant advan-
tage over more common targets like galaxies or dSphs—the
uncertainty in the modeling of physical parameters is greatly
reduced. When combined with high-resolution observations
of a cluster that lacks a notable diffuse component (such as
RXC J0225.1-2928), the resulting limits are more robust to these
uncertainties.
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The statistical analysis of the radio data adopted here (de-
scribed in Section 3) is similar to the technique used in [3]. This
approach, which uses the morphology of the source (through
a pixel-by-pixel analysis of the data), together with the high
sensitivity of the ASKAP images, is argued to account for the
large improvement in the constraints compared to previous
LMC observations. In the case of RXC J0225.1-2928 MeerKAT
data, we note that while the number of usable data points in
the image is still relatively large at ∼5 × 103, there is a sig-
nificant proportion of the total number of pixels in the image
that have negative flux values. This is mainly due to systematic
artifacts; however, there is a small fraction coming from over-
subtraction during the removal of point sources. In this case,
the inner regions of the image (≲3 beam radii) are free from
these oversubtracted negative pixels, while outer regions con-
tain progressively more. These pixels are unusable in this anal-
ysis and are thus masked (i.e., they do not enter into the sum
of equation (9)). Future studies of similar datasets might thus
benefit from a point-source subtraction procedure that is tai-
lored for the morphology of the source image, together with
a more optimal or quantitative criteria for the selection of the
region of interest in the image. Further, we note that tailored
observations of a source (i.e., those not from a set of survey re-
sults) might have lower associated uncertainties from longer
exposure times. This would have a direct improvement on the
strength of the upper limits for ⟨σv⟩.

With the availability of high-resolution data from current
radio interferometers, and in anticipation for next-generation
instruments like the SKA, we expect the constraining power of
radio DM searches to improve greatly. To realize this potential,
rigorous statistical analyses need to be coupled with accurate
modeling of the diffusive and halo environment. In the case of
the RXC J0225.1-2928 data presented here, we are able to isolate
the inner 2.5

′ × 2.5
′

region of the image and still utilize a signif-
icant number of data points in the analysis. The use of a small
central region like this allows us to ignore the outer regions
of the DM halo that produce weaker emissions, and thus con-
tribute less to the exclusion limits. The modeling of this region
is thus of vital importance. Here, we make use of a numerical
solution to the electron transport equation which allows us to
incorporate the spatial dependence of the magnetic field and
thermal gas density into the solution. This should further re-
duce the level of uncertainty our results have due to physical
parameters in the modeling process.

In conclusion, we have calculated a set of 2σ exclusion lim-
its for the annihilation cross-section of generic WIMPs, using
the radio observations of the RXC J0225.1-2928 galaxy clus-
ter from the MGCLS. With our most constraining scenario of
a cuspy NFW halo profile, the results are competitive with
the most stringent limits yet found for generic WIMPs. Based
on these results, we look forward to the upcoming datasets
produced by radio interferometry instruments and their corre-
sponding science teams, which promise to be a vital aid in the
ongoing search for DM.
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